
 

Fitness Template and Checklist 
 

Overview: 

• Category: Non-Fiction/Fiction 

• Type: Linear Fitness Adventure Experience 

• Best Genres: Can work with any fitness style that makes use of outdoor 

environments. 

• Interactivity Level: Medium 

• Re-play-ability: Medium 

• Why: Many people on their fitness journey are in that no-mans land where they want 

that personal/interactive experience, but don’t have the time/funds to attend a certain 

class every week. This template allows for you to reach people who WANT to be 

more physically fit, but maybe have an irregular schedule, are just getting started so 

are shy in groups, or they’ll looking to make exercise a bit more FUN (think a 

Zombie’s Run experience but made by YOU!). Or potentially they are prepping for an 

event like a Spartan Race or Tough Mudder. Whatever the reason, this digital story 

can exist 24/7, draw a community together, be an alternate source of revenue and 

social media content, and build interest in your services and other classes! 

 

Elements included in this template are:  

• Increasing fitness difficulty levels through branching pathways 

• Hyperlinking to external websites 

• Use of video/challenges, and 

• Basic use of the Story City App. 

 

 

Setting Up: 

Let’s use technology to build a habit (and not the couch potato type!). This template starts 

with a base of 13 chapters. One introduction chapter, three ending chapters, and three body 

chapters for each difficulty setting (Easy, Medium & Hard). The body chapters are the 

number of sets contained within the workout program and can be adjusted to best suit your 

exercise regime. So if you have some favourite adaptions that take things from easy to hard, 

here is your time to shine! 

https://zombiesrungame.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alt-Text: Part 1 of a list with 7 boxes each with a chapter title, location, and the number of connections. From top to bottom 
they read: “Set the Difficulty – Location, None – Connections 3”, “Easy 1 – Location, None – Connections 2”, “Easy 2 – 
Location, None – Connections 2”, “Easy 3– Locations, None – Connections 2”, “Medium 1 – Location, None – Connections 
2”, “Medium 2 – Location, None – Connections 2”, “Medium 3 – Location, None – Connections 2”, “Hard 1– Location, None 
– Connections 2” 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram below is a visual example of the branching pathways that will make this 

experience unique and interactive. 

 

Alt-Text: Visual representation of branching pathways. 1st path: Start – Easy 1 – Easy 2 – Easy 3 – Easy Ending. 2nd Path: 
Start – Medium 1 – Medium 2 – Medium 3 – Medium Ending. 3rd Pathway: Start – Hard 1 – Hard 2 – Hard 3 – Hard ending. 

Alt-Text: Part 2 of a list with 5 boxes each with a chapter title, location, and the number of connections. From top to bottom 
they read: “Hard 2– Locations, None – Connections 2”, “Hard 3 – Location, None – Connections 2”, “Ending Easy Location, 
None – Connections 1”, “Ending Medium – Locations, None – Connections 1,” “Ending Hard – Location, None – Connections 
1”. 



First Chapter: Setting the Difficulty 

Edit Contents: 

 

Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘Setting the Difficulty’ Contents.” Body:  

“Describe the general fitness regime that your adventurer is going to experience. Here is where you can put in the type of 
workout regime and what the readers will get out of the adventure not only if they do it once, but if they ‘level up’ through 
the difficulty in a weekly habit!  

Here is also a chance to spice up your routines with an immersive story if you’re feeling creative. For example, have the 
readers hunt demons or trail a mysterious figure. Dun-dun-dah! Adding a story can help the exercise routine feel like an 
adventure and assist with motivation levels.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking for Inspiration:  

There are already a couple of fitness apps out there that incorporate story with fitness. Check 

out the app Zombies, Run! to get a feel for the kind of story you could create. Are you 

training for a spy academy? To battle Hercules? It’s your fitness adventure! 

Extra Equipment:  

Will the adventurer require any extra equipment to take part in the exercise such as weights 

or bands? Will this differ for each difficulty level? Can they use things around their house as 

replacement for expensive equipment? Write out any extra requirements not only in this first 

chapter but also in the story description. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Featured Image: 

 

Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image or Video”. 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter. This is a great place to 

provide diagrams, images, or videos of the exercises found within the adventure. In this first 

chapter, showcase what the different levels of difficulty look like and the recommended skill 

level for each one. 

 

Edit Location:  

 

Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Creating a Community:  

Do you run a fitness class and want to get more people involved? Organise a weekly session 

using the Story City App and take part in the exercise adventure as a group. You could even 

have additional equipment set up at certain destinations or provide discounts to one of your 

classes for participating! 

Training for an Event:  

Is there a marathon, triathlon, or cycling event coming up? Maybe a Spartan Race or a Tough 

Mudder? Use the Story City app to create the preliminary training.  

 



In the location tab, choose the starting location for the story. Make sure it is outdoors, in a 

safe location and NOT on private property. As much as we love partnering with creators, 

none of us need to be joint defendants on a lawsuit, if you catch our drift… On the map 

screen, edit the radius in which the reader can stand to activate the chapter. Keep in mind that 

not all phones have precise GPS. A 30m is good for open areas, a 50m radius is ideal for 

locations with tall buildings or skyscrapers. 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 

The beginning chapter does NOT require an incoming chapter 

because it’s the start of the story. The outgoing chapter will be the 

next chapter in the story and set where you would like the reader to 

go next.  

All sorts of people will participate in the stories and so different 

levels of fitness should be kept in mind. Using the Story City app, 

you can set different modes by having three outgoing chapters in the 

beginning. One for each level of difficulty such as beginner, 

average, professional, or easy, medium, hard. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alt-Text: Incoming label with 0 
connections above outgoing 
label with 3 connections. 3 
dropdown boxes beneath the 
outgoing heading selecting: 
“Easy 1,” “Medium 1,” and 
“Hard 1”. 

First Chapter Checklist: 

☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Set outgoing chapter correctly (Each difficulty level 

chapter that will follow this one) 
 



 

Body Chapter: The Chapters in the Middle 
 

Add as many chapters as the number of sets in the fitness routine. You can even make the 

easy levels three chapters, the medium five chapters, the hard eight chapters etc etc. 

 

Edit Contents: 
 

 

Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘Easy 1’ Contents.” Body: 

 “Write out the exercise set and/or continue that storyline. You can also use video, audio, or illustrations to drive home not 
only the exercises but the story behind them. Challenge the reader both mentally and physically, and give them the 
motivation to keep pushing forward.  

Use the environment as inspiration. What could be used to aid the exercise seeker? For example, are there a lot of sturdy 
trees around? Use the trees as a substitute for walls, or for first-timers, an object to help them keep balanced (or a place to 
hide a secret agent with a message for you while you ‘pretend’ to exercise?). Consider the environment and how it can be 
used to make the exercise routine more difficult or easier. Maybe a slight hill makes a particular exercise harder than on the 
flat. 

Do NOT set exercises that might damage property or is likely to cause injury. For example, do NOT tell a participant to jump 
over a hole. *Stares down parkour instructors*.” 

  



Edit Featured Image: 

 

Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image or Video”. 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter. For this type of template, a 

video demonstrating the exercise will be beneficial to participants, especially to those who 

will be trying it out for the first time. If you’re adding a fictional storyline in the mix, why not 

get into costume and character while you do it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Location:  

 

Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Set the location that will activate the chapter. Keep in mind that this should be at least 50m 

away from the last location and not too far away if cardio is not the main point of your 

adventure. If you desire the reader to jog between each location, or perhaps cycle, keep this in 

mind for the distance between each location. 

Add Audio:  

Use the audio function to tell the reader the instructions so they can focus on their bodies 

rather than their phone. Whether this be a narration of the text, a guide to listen to while 

doing the exercise, or a beat to keep in time with. It’s also possible to add music for the 

participants to listen to while doing the workout. Make sure you own or have written 

permission for all copyrights of the music if you wish to use. Maybe partner with a local 

musician or band for some groove in your move! 



 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements.  

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This is the chapter the 

adventurer will experience before this one and lead them to this 

current location. 

 

Add the outgoing location as the next chapter in the story and 

ensure it matches the same level of difficulty. So Easy 2 would 

go to Easy 3, and Easy 3 to Easy 4. The Medium 2 chapter 

would point to Medium 3 etc. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End Chapter: Concluding Your Story 
 

Time for a warm down and the conclusion of this adventure time! 

 

  

Alt-Text: Incoming label with 1 
connection above outgoing label 
with 1 connection. Dropdown box 
beneath the outgoing heading has 
selected, “Easy 2”. 

Body Chapter Checklist: 

☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (the chapter takes place before this one) 

☐Check outgoing chapters are correct (Each difficulty level chapter that will follow this one) 

 



Edit Content:  
 

 
  
Alt-Text: Example of chapter content. Heading: “Editing ‘Ending Easy’ Contents.” Body:  

“Bring the exercise routine to a close and walk players through a warm down to avoid those muscle aches they’re sure to be 
feeling! If attached to a story, don’t forget to conclude the story – did they save the day? Were they able to survive the 
apocalypse? 

And with different difficulties, there is the possibility to make these endings unique. As a beginner, they may still have a long 
way to go. As an average adventurer, they will be getting close to achieving their goal, and when they reach the toughest of 
levels, their training is complete… or is it?” 

Edit Featured Image: 

 

 
Alt-Text: Upload media file box stating, “Chapter Featured Image of Video”. 

Add an image or video that will appear at the start of the chapter.  

 

 

 

 

Get Creative:  

Have a weekly leader board or community board that you update regularly. Showcase other 

participants completing the training and bring the community together. If you would like to 

put photos of other people, ensure you have their permission to use their photo on the app. 

Maybe you can have a best dressed, most repeats, longest weekly streak, the possibilities are 

endless! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Send Participants to Complete Further Training: 

 

 
Alt-Text: Example of external hyperlinking tool in Edit Contents section of Story City Creator tools. Body texts 
reads:  

“Do you have your own gym or set of fitness classes? Provide a link to further classes or personal training 
through the external link tool! You could even reward participants with a discount or coupon to one of the 
classes just for completing the routine.”  

The word “link” is highlighted with a pop-up asking to provide a URL. 

Share the Experience:  

Create a hashtag such as #storycity #zobiesurvivalYEG etc for people to use when they post 

about their experience. Hashtags bring people together online and help others discover the 

program who may not have heard of your services or the Story City app before. 



Edit Location: 

 

 
Alt-Text: Map of Roma Street Parklands above a side-scrolling bar controlling the radius of the pinned location. Displaying a 
thirty-metre radius. 

Set the final location for the journey. We recommend that you loop the participant back to the 

start. The overall length of your routine should reflect the kind of training your exercise sets 

up for. For example, generic everyday training might only be 1-2km long, but a marathon 

might be 5-10km long. Maybe, just like in Tough Mudder Training, the length of the loop 

gets progressively longer (Eeeep! We’re sweating just thinking about it!). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Connections and Requirements: 
 

Check the ingoing chapter is correct. This is the chapter the 

participant will have sweated through – cursing your name - 

before this one and lead them to the current location. 

 

Underneath the Ingoing and Outgoing tabs, check the box 

labelled “END CHAPTER”. Hopefully reaching the end 

makes them curse you less 😉  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get Creative:  
 

Don’t throw a beginner into a 10km run straight away! Have each difficulty level set a 

different distance so participants can work their way up to the longer and more difficult 

exercise. 
 

Alt-Text: Incoming label with 1 connection 
above outgoing label with 0 connections. 
Selected “END CHAPTER” beneath the 
outgoing label. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basic Information:  
 

The Basic Info is the first thing participants will see, this is going to sell them those sweet, 

sweet exercise endorphins we’ve all heard so much about. Ensure to fill out these details 

accurately but also provide the motivation to take that first step, maybe with a zombie, hero, 

or two! 

 
 

 
Alt-Text: Basic Information example in Story City App. Cover Art “File Format: JPEG, GIF” (recommended 1200x480, max 
5MB). Info text is as followed. “Title: Fitness Adventure”, “Tagline: A one sentence hook to capture your followers, build that 
cult!.” “Genre: Exercise”, “Age Rating: G”, “Description: Tell the participant the kind of exercise contained within the 
adventure. Express difficulty levels and what equipment they may need – hey may as well have fun with naming the 
different levels too! This is also where you can put times for a weekly group that participates in the story as well as 
information about who you are, your local gym, or other connections important to the adventure”, “Tags: Activities, Non-
Fiction”, “Duration: 60:00” 

 

 

 

 

End Chapter Checklist: 

☐Set chapter title 

☐Edit contents of chapter 

☐Set featured image or video 

☐Add any media content such as audio clips 

☐Set location where the story will be activated 

☐Check ingoing chapter is correct (the chapter that takes place before this one) 

☐Ensure ‘END CHAPTER’ has been selected in the Connections and Requirements Tab 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PUBLISHING TIME! 
 

Congratulations on this mammoth effort, now it’s time to publish your adventure! You’re in 

the home stretch, we can’t wait to see all your stories. Here’s a basic rundown of the process 

to get you going: 

 

1. Playtesting 
 

First you will need to playtest. It’s important to playtest the story before publication so 

you can see the story in action and ensure that everything is formatted correctly and 

working how you intended.  

 

There’s nothing worse than realising that gorgeous creek doesn’t actually have cell phone 

reception, or the right you told adventurers to take is actually a left, or the piece of public 

art you could have sworn was concreted into the pavement is, in fact, missing. 

*facepalm* While Google Street view is the Godsend of all Story City creators, it can be 

several years out of date depending on where you are in a city, so be careful! 

 

To playtest your story, download the Story City App on your mobile device: 

 

Android App on Google Store 

 

iOS App on Apple Store  

 

After the app has downloaded, login to your Story City Creator account. 

Basic Info Checklist: 

☐Gripping Title 

☐Catchy Tagline 

☐Appealing Cover Art 

☐Set Genre 

☐Set Age Rating 

☐Set Tags 

☐Provide a description of the routine including extra equipment required. This is also where you 

can add any providers, sponsors, supporters, organisation logos, land acknowledgements etc 

☐Set Duration to complete the story including walking time 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.storycity.storycity&referrer=utm_source%3Dstorycitywebsite%26utm_medium%3Ddownloadbutton
https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1605647002?platform=iphone


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you’ve logged in, head to the library tab. You should see 

all your current stories in draft mode 

 

 

 

 

Tap Here 

Alt-Text: Home Screen of Story City app with 
and arrow saying, “Tap Here” and pointing 
to the top left button. 

Alt-Text: Screenshot of “Sign In/Register” screen. 
Button lies at the top part of the screen beneath 
the text, “Create an account to read stories and join 
the community!” 

Creator 
@StoryCity 

Creator 
@StoryCity 

Creator 
@StoryCity 

Alt-Text: Story City App home 
screen with a red arrow pointing to 
the bottom right tab “Library”. 

Alt-Text: Creator Stories section with a series of 3 stories shown. Each one 
has a tool symbol on the top right corner. 

Alt-Text: Screenshot of “Sign In/Register” 
screen. Button lies at the top part of the 
screen beneath the text, “Create an account 
to read stories and join the community!” 



From there you’ll be able to select a story and test it simply by clicking on the story and 

pressing, “Start Story.” We recommended you do the first test in “Spoiler Mode” to check 

formatting and that all the right media has loaded into the chapter. 

 

It’s also important to test your story in the real world, going to each location and making 

sure the chapters are activating in the spot you desired. Don’t live in that city? Have a 

friend who does test it for you! It will be a fun Facebook Messenger friend date        

 

Check out the Story City Creator Resources for more details on testing your story.  

 

 

 

2. Publishing 

 
You’ve tested your story, and everything is coming up roses. Now it’s time to share your 

story with the world. Hit that publish button, let’s do this! The Publishing Wizard will run 

you through a final check before sending the story away to get approved. 

 

 

Review Story Info:  

Have you remembered to fill out the basics? The Publishing Wizard makes sure no stone 

is left unturned; no field left blank!  

 

 
Alt: Text: First stage of Publishing Wizard asks you to Review Story Info. The Wizard says “While the information can 
be updated after publishing each update will need to go through review. Please ensure its accuracy prior to 
submitting your story for review.” 

 

Review Chapter Info: 

Before publishing your story must have an End Chapter and No Orphaned Chapters. 

These are chapters that have no incoming or outgoing chapters – hey we get it, keeping 

track of all those branches can be tough! Sometimes we forget to mark a chapter as an 

ending, or include that branch with the Bogart turning into your grandmother… If either 

of these are highlighted red, go back to your chapter list, and investigate. 

 

https://youtu.be/ZJi6siJLAOA
https://about.storycity.app/story-city-creator-resources/#part4


 
Alt-Text: Review Chapter Info stage of Publishing Wizard with a green tick beside “End Chapter Set” and “No 
Orphaned Chapters.” 

 

Add Contributor and Sponsor Credits: 

It’s rare these days that we create things in a vacuum. And I’m sure you’ve heard it’s cool 

to give credit where credit is due       This part of the publishing wizard lets you do just 

that! Anyone who collaborated with you on the story can be included as a contributor. 

Add their user/code name on Story City and select their role on the project. If they are a 

creator with an account, you can directly tag them, if they aren't on the platform, you can 

just type their name for a text credit. 

 

 
Alt-Text: Second Stage of Publishing Wizard asking for Contributor Credits and Sponsor details. 

Final Confirmation: 

The last stage of the publishing wizard will ask you to check four boxes. You must agree 

to each one in order to have your story published. 

 
Alt-Text: For confirmation boxes ticked green stating the following: “I confirm I own the copyright or have permission 
to use the copyright of all content I have uploaded”, “I confirm I have read and agreed to the User Agreement”, “I 
confirm I have playtested my story via the Story City app before submitting for publishing approval from Story City”, 
and “I confirm I am not sending people to dangerous places or private property.” 

 

And that’s it! Your story is now ready for the world to see. It may take up to 24 hours for the 

story to go live on the platform as each story has to be approved by Story City.  

 

The world is full of adventures, we can’t wait to see yours! 

 


